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ABSTRACT

Heron's problem in the Euclidean plane is that of minimizing the length of a path

that joins two points on one side of a line and intersects the line. A generalization

in the Minkowski plane is given and used to discuss reflection properties of conics.

1 INTRODUCTION

Heron's problem in the Euclidean plane is that of minimizing the length of a path that joins

two points on one side of a line and intersects the line. Using Fermat's principle of least

time and the fact that in a homogeneous rnedium the time traveled is proportional to the

distance traveled one obtains Iferon's reflection principle as follows: Consider two points u,

u lying in one of the half planes determined by a line .6 iu the Euclidean plane. A point ur

on .L such that the Euclidean sum of distances ll" - rll" + llu - toll" is minimum has the

property that the reflection of a light ray from u to w will pass through u. The angle of

incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.

Our main objective in this article is to extend Heron's reflection property to the Minkowski

plane and apply it to conics. Minkowski spaces are simply finite dimensional normed linear

sPaces. Minkowski distance defined by means of convbx body was developed by Minkowski

[11]. The article by Petty [14] contains basic concepts for the study of Minkowski plane.

Chapter 4 of Valentine's book [20] is a good reference ou the Minkowski metric.



The preliminary definitions and concepts that will be used throughout the article will be

given in Section 2 where we discuss the relationship between the norms that can be imposed

on the Cartesian space R to produce various Minkowski spaces. The generalization of

Heron's reflection property to the lvlinkowski plane is given in Section 3. In Section 4 we

discuss the reflection properties of conics in the Minkowski plane.

PRELIMINARIES

By a conaer body in ft' we mean a compact convex subset of H with nonempty interior.

For each direction u,eSn-l, where S"-1 is the unit sphere centered at the origin in .R',

we let h(K,u) denote the support function of the convex body K evaiuated at u. Thus,

h(K,u): sup{u .x: xeK} which may be interpreted as the distance from the origin to the

supporting hyperplane of .I( having outward-pointing normal u.

Let I{ be a convex body in .R" containing the origin as &n interior point. The distance

function of I(, F(I{,r), is defined by

F(I{,u) : inf {.l t O' {.n}, xeRn.tA)

For a convex body .K, the radial function of K in the direction u is defined by

r(K,u): : ,.' r lt\,u)

Equation (1) and the homogeneity of the distance function imply

F(K,r) = F(K)ltll"r) : llrl l"F(K,rl = #b, (3)

where ll . ll" i, the usual Euclidean norm and u : #. We have the following theorem:
llrll"

Theorem 1. Let E be a centrally symmetric cpnvex body in R. Define the distance

function of E as in (1). Let F(r) : F(K,r). Then .F(.) : ll'llit a norm.

(1)

(2)

Proof (i): f(c) :0 if and only if. x:0 is clear.



(ii): If ) > 0, then

r()c) :inf 
{, t o ,},u\: )inf 

{, 
to ' ,,u}:.\F'(c) 

: l.\lr(r).

If ) < 0, then .F()c) : f((-)X-o)) : -.\F(-c) - l.\lf'(r), where f(-t) = F(c) follows

from the fact that E is centrally symmetric.

(iii): Since ,OLrr" u"d 7fo. E,by convexitv of -E we have

F(r) * - F(y) U .trF$TF6 r'1,) -WT6 Pgrc'zt'

rY x+Y
Hence F@ +T@eE

F(x*e) :inri.lto, f,n) s.1"1 +F(il. r (4)

We consider now some properties of Minkowski spaces. A Minkowski space M, is simple

a finite dimensional normed linear space. Without loss of generality, one may view Mn as the

Cartesian space.R" equipped with a norm ll.ll, possibly different from the usual Euclidean

norm. Wiih this viewpoint, the unit ball E - {xeR : lltll < 1} is a centrally symmetric

convex body with nonempty interior. The Minkowskian distance from r to y is llt - yll.

Let E be a centrally symmetric convex body centered at the origin. For each ueS'-r, let

r(E,,u) be the radius of E in the direction u. Then we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2. With E as above, let ll . ll b" defined by

,, ,, lltll"
ll:Dll : r@o,

with u : +, when r +0,and ll0ll : 0. Then ll' ll it a normon.R".
llrll"'

Proof. lltll : F(E,x) bv (3). Hence bv Theore* 1, ll'll it a norm'

The following direct proof may also be of interest:

(5)



,'\ rr r lltl(i) ll"ll : #"O*l: 0 if and only if u : 0.

(ii) rr) > 0, then ll)rll : #5 = }# = l)l llrll.

If .\ < o, thr " \ " ll)tll" l^l lltll" '|\,:n ll)rlt : #h: frff : l)l lloll.

(iii) The triangle inequality, llo*yll S lltll+llyll' is proved as follows.

See Figure 1. Let u, u, and u be the intersection points of
half lines from the point oeE in the directions o' y, and t I y,

respectively with the boundary of E. Then u, u, and u ate given
by

r ,: rrUl and w:.!+Y-.' : *1' nvu : 
;P a,1;'

The line segment joining u and u can be described parametrically by

( x ,,( y 0 \ )

t,',=ffi*t(\m-ilei/, 0(tsIj.
The line segment joining the origin o and u) can be described by

(

tr, ,:^ffi1, o()s1).

Let wtbe the intersection of the line segments given bV (6) and (7). Then

,':*ffi.
Since B is convex, tl' is in B. Hence

llr'll S 1.

(8) and (9) imply the triangle inequality, namely,

llc + ull S ll'll+ llvll. r (10)

Note that if the boundary of E contains a line segment then u.r/ will coincide with u.' and

equality holds in (9) and (10). Hence there are nondegenerate triangles for which equality

' holds in (10). A simple example is given in Figure 2 where the unit ball E is a rectangle.

(6)

(7)

(8)

(e)



Theorem 3 below proves our assertion that a finite dimensional Minkowski space with

the unit ball E can be viewed as .R" equipped with an appropriate norm. Note that any

two normed linear spaces of the same finite dimension n with the same scalar field are

topologically isomorphic. See Taylor [19] for a discussion of finite dimensional normed linear

spaces.

Given and n-dimensional Minkowski space X, let {"rr"rr...,en} be a basis for X. Let

r = Dl=r x;e; be a representation of any xeX in terms of basis vectors. Note that we can

define a Euclidean norm ll . ll" bv

/ n \l/2
llrll,=lI'?l\5'/ (11)

Theorem 3. Let X be an n-dimensional Minkowski space with norm ll'll and unit ball -8.

Let ll.ll"b"aEuclideannormonX. Thenll"ll :J#:, n#0,where u- *
r\.a,u) - ll"ll"'

Proof. The unit ball B is a centrally symmetric convex body with center o. Let aeX, x f 0.

There is a real number 1.t, > 0 such that the half-line through o in the direction u - #llcll"
intersects boundary of. E at p,r with p,>0. Since llptll - 1we obtain

1

ll,ll : /.
The point of intersection is given by

pn=r(E,u)u-r(E,u)ffi.

Combining (12) and (13) yields

l'n: lgq r" r\b,,u)

(12)

(14)

( 13)

We apply Theorem 3 and take a uunit circle" E for the Minkowski plane to be a centrally

symmetric convex body with its center at the origin in the Euclidean plane. Then Minkowski

distance from r to y is defined by

,, ,, llr - yli"
llJ-Yil =-' r

( 15)



where ll* - y[" is the Euclidean length from c to y, and r is the radius of E in the direction

of the vector y - r. The points of. R2 with this metric are referred to as the Minkowski plane.

A particular case of the Minkowski metric is the Taxicab metric where the unit circle

centered at the origin in the Cartesian plane is given by

lrtl+ lrrl : 1, (16)

with a point r : (xt,,c2) on the boundary. In Section 4 we will give references to Taxicab

geometry where we discuss conics. Krause [9] and Gardner [4] are two general references on

this metric.

Assuming that the unit circle E lor a Minkowski plane is smooth, in the following section

we give a generalization of Heron's reflection principle. We shall use the reflection principle

to discuss reflection properties of conics in Section 4.

Consider a Minkowski plane with unit circle E. An E-ellipse is the locus of all points

whose Minkowski sum of distances from two fixed points in constant. An E-hyperbola is'the

locus of all points whose Minkowski difference of distances from two fixed points is constant.

An E-parabola is the locus of all points which are equidistant from a given point and a given

line. Both .E-ellipses and E-parabolas bound convex regions. Minkowskian analogues of the

reflection properties for an ellipse and a hyperbola and the focal property for a parabola are

given in Section 4.

We will use the following in Section 4: Given a line L and a point u /8, for ueL the

directionu-uiscalled transaersaltoLprovidedll"-rll :miou,c!ll"-rll. Itisveryeasy

toseethatifasimilarcopyofunitcircleEcenteredatutoucheslatapointu,thenu-u

is a transversal to ,C. This may be viewed as a special case of Heron's problem.

We conclude this preliminary section by proving a lemma which we shall use in Section

4. The sum of distances from r fixed points in a normed space is a convex function.

Lemma 1. Consider r points nr,u2, . . . ,,u, in a normed space X. The function / defined by

f (r): Di=, llr - rrll is convex.



Proof. Let 0 S 
^ 

< 1, and x,,yeX. We show that /()c + (1 - f)y) <,\/(t) + (1 - f)/(y)

as follows

/(.\r + (r - ))s) : i lt^'+ (1 - ))y -,,11
r=l
r: Illr(' -rr) *(t - rXy -rt)ll

i=l

i=l i=1

)/(,) +(1 -))/(y),

where we have used the triangle inequality and the homogeneity of the norm. I.

3 A REFTECTION PROPERIY

We earlier stated Heron's problem. Our main objective in this section is to prove the following

Theorem 4, which is the Minkowskian analogue of Heron's problem (see Figure 3).

Theorem 4. Consider two points u, u lying in one of the planes determined by a line L

with u, u /L, in a Minkowski plane with a continuously differentiable unit circle E. A point

p on L such that

ll" * pll + ll, -pll = ?#{ll" - qll + ll, - qll}

has the following reflection property: Let a copy E' of the unit circle E centered at the

point p intersect the line segment joining p to u and u' and o' respectively. Let u" and u" be

intersections of the tangent lines to E' at u' and u' with ,C. Then

llp - u"ll" - llp - ,"llt" (to llp - u"ll: llp - ,").

We will use the following Lemma 2 (the proof is a nice exercise in calculus) to prove

Theorem 4.

Lemma 2. Let , : f (0) describe a curve C in polar coordinates. Then, the c-intercept of



the tangent line at a point (r, d) is given by

rcosd*r/sin0
(17)

wnere

,df,:m
ProofofTheorem4. Thefunction f(q)= llq-rll+llq-ull,qeLisconvexandunbounded.

Hence .f h* a minimum at least at one point peL. That is, there exists peL with f (p) S f Q)

for all ge.C. Since E is class Cr , by definition the distance function F (8, ') is in the class C1.

Hence f(q): llq-"ll+llq-rll: F(E,q-u)+ F(E,q-u) isintheciass C1. Thereforethe

funqtion g = flc is in the class Cl and the method of Lagrange multipliers can be applied.

Using some trigonometry and the definitions of the Minkowski metric, Theorem 4 is

equivalent to the following constraint optimization (see Figure 4).

12

minimize F,n . \ acsc|1 rbrl2|rr,\ur,az): -W * W) ,

subject to G(|t,02) : acotfu - bcot 02 - c:0.

The Lagrangian is denoted by .I and is given by

J (01, l,2) ) : lcsc tr b csc o2 \ ,
' r(or) * ffi - l(o cot01- 6cot 0z - c)'

AJ AJ
Setting ft, fr,""0

AJ

AJ
fr etual to zero we obtain

-d csc 01 cot 01 _ a csc 0f'(0r) + \a csc2 0t : 0,: --;6- -Tw--'.00t

AJ
ak
OJ

a^

Dividing equations (21), and (22)by acsc2 d1, and bcsc2 02 respectively, simpiifying and using

Lemma 1 we obtain

, r(d)cos d1 * r'(01) sin 01 _A=T

(t s)

(1e)

(20)

-bcsc 02cot02 bcscil2r'(02)

r(0) ,'(0r)

-acotiltbcot02fc=0.

- )6csc2 0z :0,

1
::----.-.--:-:-.
llp - u"ll"'

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)



t: r(02) cos 0z * r' (02)sin d2

12 (oz)

where u" and v" are the r-intercepts of tangent lines to a copy of unit circle centered at p.

Points of tangency are intersections of line segments joining p to u and u with unit circle.

Hence llp-u"ll" - llp -r"ll" and consequently llp-u"ll : llp -r"ll. I
The reflection property for the Euclidean case is a special case of Theorem 4. If E has a

vertical axis of symmetry then the angle of incidence will be equal to the angle of reflection'

In the next section we use the above reflection property to discuss the reflection property of

conics.

Hawkins [5] uses variational techniques to find a generalization of Snell's law of refraction

for media where the speed of light depends only on direction at each point. He also uses

the method of Lagrange multipliers to generalize Snell's law using a constraint optimization

similar to the proof of Theorem 4.

CONICS

In this section we define conics in the Minkowski plane and analyze their reflection properties.

The excellent book by Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen [6] has a good introduction to conics in the

Euclidean plane. The book by Bate, Mueller, and White [1] contains a treatment of conics

in a study of orbits of planets.

In the Euclidean plane, the line segments joining the two foci to a point on an ellipse

will make equal angles with the tangent line to the ellipse at the point of tangency. This

is cailed the reflection property for an ellipse. A short and elegant proof of the reflection

property of an ellipse using the derivative'is given in Schulz and Moore [16]. Recall that

we defined an E-ellipse in a Minkowski plane with unit circle E as the locus of all points

whose lvlinkowskian sum of distances from two fixed points is constant. We shall not use the

definition of an ellipse by using eccentricity here. It is shown in Tam6ssy and B6lteky [18]

that if in a Minkowski plane the characterization of an ellipse in terms of sums of distances

(25)
llp - r"ll"



coincides with the characterization in terms of eccentricity then the Minkowski plane is a

Euclidean plane.

The following Theorem 5 is the Minkowskian analogue of the reflection property for an E-

ellipse. The proof is the same as in the Euclidean case. Before stating and proving Theorem

5, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 3. The region bounded by an E-ellipse is convex.

Proof. Let D - {rl ll"-"ll+llr-ull < d} whereu and u are thefoci and dis the constant

sum of distances of points of the E-ellipse from u and u. Let f (x) : llt - ull + llr - ull. By

Lemma I,if. xeD, yeD then for 0 ( ) ( 1,

/(.\c + (t - ))y) S ,\/(') + (1 - r)/(y) <.\d+ (I - 
^)d 

- d.

Hence D is convex. I

We note that the unit ball E is strictly convex if and only if .E-ellipses are strictly convex.

Theorem 5. Let u and u be foci of an E-ellipse in a Minkowski plane with unit circle E'

Let L be the tangent line to the B-ellipse at a point p. Then p has the E-reflection property

with respect to u, u, and I (see Figure 5).

Proof. Since the E-ellipse is a convex curve, any point QeL, Q I p lies outside of the E-

ellipse. Then llq-"ll+ llq-rll > llp-"ll+ llp-ull. Hencep has the E-reflection property.

I
In what follows, Theorem 6 deals with a property of a point p on the unit circie such

that llp- "ll+ llp-ull is a minimum for given points u, u in a Minkowski plane. Theorem 7

is based on Theorem 6 and gives a property of the Steiner point for three given points u, u,

and 'ur. Theorem 8 is a generalization of Theorem 4, where given a point z and two lines .C

and L', we find points peL and ueL' such that llp - "ll + llp - rll is minimum. We then use

Theorem 8 to prove Theorem 9, which is the focal property for an E-parabola. Finally we

10



end the article by proving Theorem 10 which is the reflection property for an E-hyperbola.

Theorem 6. Consider two points u and u such that the line segment joining u and u lies

outside of a homothetic copy of the strictly convex unit circle E. A, point p .on the copy of

B minimizes f lu - pll + ll, - pll if and only if p has the E-reflection property with respect to

u, u, and the line tangent to the copy of E at p (see Figure 6).

Proof. Wefirstprovethatif peEsuchthat ll"-pll+llr-pll : min",a{llu-"ll+ llr-"ll}
with tangent to E at p, then ll"-pll+llr-pll : mino.r{ll"-qll+llu-qll}. For any qeE,

let tu be the intersection of the line segment joining q to u with tangent line L at p. Then

llr-qll+llq-,ll : ll"-qll+llq-ull+llr-,ll 2ll"-ull+ll.-,ll > ll"-pll+ll,-pll,
where the last inequality follows since u.rel and llp-ull+ llu-pll : min",s{llz-ull+u-rll}.

Hence, if p has the E-reflection property with respect to u, u, and the tangent line L at p,

then ll" - pll + ll, - pll : *i"o.a{ll, - qll + ll, - qll}.

If llu-pll+llr-pll : minn.sill"-qll+llr-qll), then ll"-pll+llr-pll : min,,"{llu-

zll + ll, - tll) as follows: The -E-ellipse, with foci u and u and the constant sum of distances

equal to the minimum, intersects E at only one point. If there are two points of intersection

then for any r inside the line segment joining two points of intersection, r is inside E

since B is strictlyconvex. Then ll"-"ll +llr-tll S ll"-pll +llr-pll since Eis

strictly convex. Let y be the intersection of the line segment joining x to rs with E. Then

ll"-"ll+llr-'ll : ll"-'ll+ll'-yll+lly-,ll > ll"-yll+ll"-rll 2ll"-pll+llr-pll,
a contradiction. Hence there is only one point of intersection p. The tangent line to E at p

is also tangent to the B-ellipse. By Theorem 5, p has the B-reflection property with respect

to t/,,, r), and the tangent line L. f

A problem related to Heron's reflection property is the Steiner problem. This probiem

should correctly be called Fermat's problem. The Fermat problem, in its simplest form, asks

for a point in the Euclidean plane minimizing the sum of the distances to three given points.

The article by Chakerian and the author [2] discusses the Fermat problem in Nlinkowski

t1



spaces. In the following theorem we discuss the problem in the Minkowski plane.

Theorem 7. Consider three points u, u, and u in a given Minkowski plane with unit circle

E. Let p be the Steiner point, assuming it exists and is different from u, u)oru. Let u',u',

and u." be the intersections of a copy of E centered at p with the line segments joining p to

u, u, and u.r. Then the triangle formed by drawing tangents to E at u', u', and to' has p as

its centroid.

Proof. Consider a copy of the unit circle E centered at u.r passing through p (see Figure 7).

Since ll"-p[ + ll, -pll is minimized as p varies on this copy of the unit circle, p has the

E-reflection property with respect to u, r..r, and the tangent line f,r to this copy of this unit

circle. We now consider another copy of the unit circle centered at p, passing through r.r.'.

Let ut and u' be the intersection with line segments joining p to u and u respectively. Let

L2be a line tangent to a copy of the unit circle at w, LtllLt.By the,E-reflection property

(Theorem 4), the line segment passing through p and parallel to L2 is bisected by the sides

of the triangle formed by the tangents. Using the same argument for u and o we see that the

lines passing through p and parallel to L2 is bisected by the sides of the triangle formed by

tangents. Using the same argument for z and u we see that the lines passing through p and

parallel to the sides of the triangle formed by the tangents are bisected. It is an elementary

but interesting exercise to show that the point p has to be the centroid (see Figure 8). I

We will use the following theorem to discuss the focal property of a parabola in Theorem

9. The excellent book by Courant and Robbins [3] has a treatment of extremal distances in

the Euclidean plane. Similar results in the,Minkowski plane need to be generalized.

Theorem 8. Consider a point u and two lines L1 and. L2 in a Minkowski plane with unit

circle E. Il ll, - pll + ll" - pll is a minimum for peLl and veL2, then p has the B-reflection

property with respect to u, u, and 11 (see Figure 9).

L2



Proof. For all q * p, Q€Lr, we have

ll" - qll + llq -,'ll > ll" -pll + llp - rll'

where u' is determined by the transversal directions to L2. Then,

ll" -qll + ll,- qll > ll" - qll + llr'-qll > ll" -pll + llp- ull'

Hence p has the -E-reflection property with respect to'tt, t), and ,Cr. I

For a parabola in the Euclidean plane, the reflection of a light ray from the focus to

the boundary is called the focal property. Theorem 9 below gives an analogue of the focal

property in the Minkowski plane. Before proving this theorem, we prove Lemma 3 which

shows that the region bounded by an E-parabola is convex.

Lemma 3. An .E-parabola bounds a convex region.

Proof. Lei D: {rl ll" - "ll 1 p(*,f,)} where p(*,L) is the distance of r from 'C' If

x, yeD,and 0 < .\ < 1 then ll)o + (1 -.\)y - zll < )ll" -"ll + (1 - r)llv - "ll <

\p(*,f)+ (1 - \)p(y,L): pQ,a + (1 - \)y,L).The last equality follows from the fact that

transversal directions to L arc all parallel. I

R. Laatsch [10] has an interesting treatment of pyramidal sections in Taxicab geometry

which is a special case of Minkowskian geometry with unit circle E a square centered at the

origin and diagonal on the r and y axes. For other references on conic in Taxicab geometry

see articles by Iny [7], Moser and Kramer [12], Reynolds [15], and Sowell [17]. For a computer

generation of conics with Taxicab metric see Natsoulas [13]. A computer graphics generation

of conics in the Minkowski plane is an open problem.

The foilowing theorem gives us the analogue of the focal property for a parabola in a

Minkowski plane. For a short geometric proof of the focal property of the parabola in the

Euclidean plane see Williams [21].

Theorem g (Focal property). For an E-parabola with focus u and directrix L,let L' be

13



parailel to ,C so that u is between f, and f,'. For any point p on the E-parabola, choose ue.C'

such that p - u is transversal to L' . Then p has the E-reflection property with respect to u,

u, and tangent line to E-parabola at p (see Figure 10).

Proof. Let L" be the tangent line to E-parabola at p. For qeL",, choose r.oe,C' such that

q - w is transversal to L' . Let g' be the intersection of line segments joining q to u with the

E-parabola. Chose u;' on f,' such that q' - tu' is transversal to L'. Then,

ll"-qll +llq-?rll >ll"-q'll+llq'-.ll2ll"-q'll+llq'-r'll :ll"-pll+llp-rll'

where the first inequality follows from the triangle inequality for the points Q', Q, u, and the

second inequality follows since q'w' is transversal to L' . The last equality holds since p and

q' are both on the E-parabola. Thus p has E-reflection property with respect to u, u, and

L", I

The following theorem gives the reflection property of an E-hyperbola. Chapter 3 of the

book by Kazarinoff[S] contains a good treatment of reflection in the Buclidean plane. In

particular, a proof of the reflection property for a hyperbola is given there. The book by

Courant and Robbins [3] contains a treatment of extremal distances in the Euclidean plane

as well as a good discussion of Heron's reflection principle and the reflection property of

conics.

Theorem 10. Let u and u be two foci of an E-hyperbola in a Minkowski plane with the unit

circle E. Let p be a point on a branch of the hyperbola containing the focus u. Assume u' is

the reflection of u through p. Consider a line f, through p such that p has the .E-reflection

property with respect to u, u', and l. Then ,C is tangent to the hyperbola at p (see Figure

11 ).

Proof. Suppose the line I intersects the hyperbola in another point q. Then

ll" - qll+ llq - r'll = ll" - qll - ll, - qll+

1AL'i



+ll, - qll+ llq - u'll : llp - "| - llp - rll + ll, - qll + llq -,'ll >

llp- "fi - llp-rll + 2llp- rll = llp- "ll + llp- rll,

where we have used the definition of an E-hyperbola and the triangle inequality for the

triangle ugu'. Thus

ll" -qll + llq - r'll > llp- "ll + llp-rll,

giving a contradiction to the fact that p has the E-reflection property with respect to 'tt', ut,

and f,. Hence,C is tangent to the hyperbola. t
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Figure 1 The triangle inequality.

Figure 2 ll"ll+ llyll : llo+vll=2.

x*y
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Figure 3 E-reflection property. llp - u"ll" : llp - u"ll"

Figure 4 For the proof of Theorem 12.
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Figure 5 Reflection property for E-ellipse.

/----.

Figure 6 pminimizes llp-ull+ llp-rll.



Figure 7 To help visuaiize the proof of,Theorem 7.

Figure 8 p is centroid of ildrir.
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Figure 9 To help visualize the proof of Theorem I'

Figure 10 An E-parabola has the focal property.
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Figure 11 Tangent property of hyperboia.
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